VACUUM CARBURIZING
DESIGN TOOL
V-Carb is a standalone utility designed specifically for use in a heat treat shop.
The utility is able to predict carbon content and case depth for a particular
boost/diffuse vacuum carburizing schedule. V-Carb also has the ability to design
the boost/diffuse schedule for a required case depth and surface carbon. Due
to the simplicity and accuracy of V-Carb, it is a wonderful addition to any heat
treat shop or process designer’s toolbox.
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Benefits of V-Carb
Ease of Use
Modeling physical processes can be an intimidating endeavor; enter the wrong
material properties and the results can lead the user astray. With V-Carb, there
is no need to enter any material properties. Enter a few processing parameters,
select a material from the list of commonly vacuum carburized materials, and let
V-Carb do the rest.

Quickly and Accurately Predict or Design Boost/Diffuse Cycles
V-Carb allows the user to enter a known boost/diffuse schedule to predict the
resulting carbon profile. The predictive power of V-Carb allows the user to easily
compare various schedules to determine where improvements can be made. VCarb will also design the boost/diffuse steps given a set of case depth and
surface carbon requirements. This is a powerful tool given the drastic changes
that can result from minor changes to the boost/diffuse steps.

Conveniently Review the Results
With the ability to review the carbon versus depth in graphical form at the end of
each boost/diffuse cycle, the user has an in-depth look at the process from one
step to the next. The boost/diffuse cycle is given in tabular form for easy
modification. Combine the two forms and the user can quickly alter a particular
step to meet furnace time or carbon profile constraints.

